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Goals

1. Survey transport security protocols in use today

2. Factor out transport, handshake (control), and record modules of each protocol
Terminology

- **Handshake**: a module that performs a handshake to validate peers and establish a shared cryptographic key.

- **Record**: a module that packages encrypted data in records using a shared cryptographic key.

- **Transport**: a module that sends and receives data (or records).
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- Record encryption and authentication
- Pre-shared key support
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RFC 8095: Services Provided by IETF Transport Protocols and Congestion Control Mechanisms
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Separation Benefits

• Reducing connection latency
• Protocol flexibility
• Protocol capability negotiation
• Modular software design
Ongoing & Future Work

- Integrate module interface(s) into TAPS minset
- Expand survey of security protocols to ensure adequate interface coverage
- Review by Security Area